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HISTORY
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) has been involved in regional planning for decades. SPP did not wait for
RTO designation to formalize a more comprehensive, open and transparent, planning process to address
transmission expansion needs within the SPP footprint. The SPP OATT (Tariff) contains procedures in
Attachment O that describe the coordinated planning process. The Transmission Working Group
(TWG) has been assigned primary responsibility for the regional planning process. The TWG consists of
both Transmission Owning and Non-Transmission Owning Members. Meetings are open and agendas
are posted on the SPP web site. SPP stakeholders are encouraged to actively participate in the regional
planning process to ensure the recommended expansion plans are the best solutions in and around the
SPP footprint.
SPP, as a regional reliability council, has coordinated planning for many years. SPP staff has historically
performed regional assessments of the transmission system and coordinated studies of the SPP
Transmission Owners. This process was included in the Tariff upon the addition of long-term transmission
service on April 1, 1999.
SPP has performed or participated in many recent regional expansion studies. During 2000, SPP began a
Bulk EHV (extra high voltage) Transmission Study. This study identified potential upgrades to relieve
known constraints in the SPP region. This study was completed in two phases during 2001. SPP then
followed up that study by participating in the Midwest ISO Transmission Expansion Plan (MTEP) during
2002 and 2003. Prior to the MISO-SPP merger termination in early 2003, SPP staff and resources in Little
Rock provided leadership and significant support to the MTEP-03 effort. The initial MISO study was
completed in June of 2003 with SPP being a sub-region. SPP continues to support model building efforts
and inter-regional studies with neighboring NERC regions and other entities responsible for the planning
and operations of the bulk electric transmission system.
It is important to note that SPP's planning process has been effective in planning and expanding the
transmission system in the past several years. SPP has maintained a reliable transmission system during
this period through active review and engineering assessment. SPP has upgraded 45 transmission
facilities through the regional Tariff in the five years this process has been in place. A prime example of
the effectiveness in regional planning was SPP's ability to upgrade the LaCygne-Stilwell 345 kV line. This
line was identified as one of the key constraints in the Eastern Interconnection in the FERC 2001: Electric
Transmission Constraint Study, Division of Market Development. It was the only SPP facility identified as
a limit in the study. SPP Transmission Owners, through the regional planning process, reached
agreement on benefit and cost support to upgrade this key limitation [Docket ER03-547-000]. An
innovative transmission upgrade approach was used and construction was completed ahead of schedule,
providing for increased SPP reliability and transmission system capacity for 2003 and beyond. This key
upgrade would not have occurred without a functioning regional planning process.
SPP as an RTO is responsible for planning, and for directing or arranging, necessary transmission
expansions, additions, and upgrades that will enable it to provide efficient, reliable and non-discriminatory
transmission service. It also coordinates such efforts with appropriate state authorities.
SPP has been proactive in its transmission expansion planning efforts, which continue to evolve with
time. In November 2003, SPP formally kicked off its new, expanded process at the first SPP Regional
Planning Summit. The summit materials and related documents are available on the planning Web page
(http://www.spp.org/Objects/Engineer.cfm). SPP, through the TWG, is designing a process for planning
and expansion that will encourage open participation for market-motivated solutions to relieve congestion.
SPP staff will be responsible for development of the SPP Plan. SPP has been working with state
regulatory agencies and legislators to ensure the regional planning process addresses their needs. With
time, the Regional State Committee (RSC) and its working groups are becoming more involved in the
transmission expansion planning process at SPP. The SPP planning and expansion process will be
coordinated and integrated with programs of existing Regional Transmission Groups. SPP has a history
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of coordination with existing Regional Transmission Groups through its efforts on coordination
agreements and information exchange, and it will continue these activities as an RTO. This coordination
is demonstrated by SPP's past and continuing participation with the Midwest ISO in their Transmission
Expansion Plan and the SERC members with their Vacar Southern TVA (VST) model building efforts. The
SPP regional transmission plan will include all transmission facility expansion in the region and attempt to
assess the combined effect on loop flows and reliability of all existing and planned facilities.
In early 2004, SPP initiated a special study of transmission expansion plans for the Kansas/Panhandle
sub-region of SPP. SPP staff is in the process of evaluating the benefits of several EHV transmission
expansion projects to improve imports/exports for this sub-region, which has significant potential to
provide demand and energy from wind farm developments. SPP is expanding its capabilities with the
recent installation/training of PowerWorld and Global Energy's MarketSYM tools for evaluating the market
and commercial benefits of system expansion alternatives.
As noted above, much has happened recently regarding planning at SPP. In fact, the FERC in their initial
Order regarding SPP's RTO filing was very supportive of these planning efforts. The FERC order in
paragraph 185 states:
“We commend SPP for its efforts in updating its transmission planning and expansion process.
SPP is currently reviewing this function with an eye toward making the process more open and
participatory and is evaluating a two-year planning cycle with the first year's focus on reliability
and the second year's focus on market needs. The current draft of this cycle calls for approval of
the transmission plan on September of the second year. We believe SPP's efforts here are a
critical fist step toward a regional assessment of transmission needs and strongly support its
proactive efforts.”
The SPP RTO Expansion Planning Process will continue to evolve as SPP moves forward as an RTO.
SPP has created a dedicated Web page to post numerous public documents regarding the SPP RTO
Expansion Planning Process and results. All stakeholders are encouraged to fill out a stakeholder ID form
and sign a confidentiality agreement and return it to SPP to obtain access to the regional planning models
and project data, which are posted on a password protected ftp Web site.
SPP management has stated that a key objective as an RTO will be focusing on transmission expansion
opportunities. System expansion that is needed to address reliability requirements, as well as provide
economic benefits, will be developed and implemented in an efficient and effective manner as a result of
the SPP RTO Expansion Plan
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF ANALYSIS
Introduction
SPP adopted a 2-year planning cycle. The planning cycle, along with important milestones, are shown on
the chart below. SPP intends to shorten the planning cycle as the planning process matures.
The SPP RTO Expansion Planning Process is an open and participatory process. Stakeholder inputs
were welcomed throughout the entire process. The basic principle behind the expansion planning process
is to ensure transmission system reliability through compliance with planning criteria.
The main objective of the expansion plan is to create an effective long-range plan with a comprehensive
assessment of mitigation plans to maintain planning standards. The SPP RTO Expansion Plan Process is
divided into two phases over a two-year period. During the first year, SPP developed an expansion plan
for reliability needs. During the second year, SPP will assess the system to determine market needs
based on an economic expansion plan. All study results through the planning process are being
coordinated with other entities/regions responsible for transmission needs assessment/planning.
Models and data created for the planning process are being shared on a non-public ftp Web site. SPP
members are bound by SPP Bylaws, Membership Agreement, and Code of Conduct. Non-members are
required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement to receive study models and results. Non-members are also
required to fill out an Identification Form to receive access to data and models.
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Scope
The Reliability Assessment (Phase 1) is intended to provide an independent assessment of expansion
plans required by SPP in order to meet NERC, regional, and local planning standards. The study will
review the summer peak conditions for 2005 and 2010. Major projects recommended through the
reliability assessment are also being evaluated in 2013 summer peak to verify the long-term effectiveness
of these projects.
Model updates are performed at the beginning of the planning process. SPP members provide model
updates through the SPP Model Development Working Group (MDWG) model-building process. The SPP
MDWG 2004 update 2 was used as the starting load flow model. Outside regions provide model updates
to the NERC Multi-Regional Modeling Working Group (MMWG) model to SPP staff. Updates were made
to both the stability and load flow models. In addition to the base models for 2005 and 2010 summer
peak, SPP created additional load flow models that include long-term firm, confirmed reservations, plus
rollovers that are not usually modeled in the base models. If these transactions were scheduled, they
would cause a bias across the SPP footprint. Many of these transactions cross the SPP interfaces. Three
scenarios were created for each test year; first, is transaction case 1 (T1), which simulates a west to east
bias flow; second, is transaction case 2 (T2), which simulates an east to west bias flow; and third, is
transaction case 3 (T3), which is a hybrid flow that consists of west to east bias and SPS importing.
A consistent treatment of projects within the SPP footprint and neighboring systems were required before
performing a reliability needs assessment. The three categories of project status proposed by SPP staff
were: planned, proposed, and exploratory projects. Definitions for each category are as outlined below:
•

A planned project is driven by system needs, and is the recommended solution among alternatives.
Planned projects are commitments, which have little, if any, outstanding issues that could delay
implementation past the expected in-service date. Planned projects should be included in the load
flow as part of the base line. Planned projects would typically not be pending budgetary, siting,
permitting, regulatory, or other necessary approvals. In addition, equipment procurement and
installation are not of concern.

•

A proposed project is one for which a need has been identified, and it is the best-known alternative
at this time. A proposed project is a preferred solution, which has yet to receive adequate approvals.
A proposed project would not be included in the base line load flow, but would be considered when
evaluating solutions to identified problems. Proposed projects have been identified as preferred
solutions but have yet to receive budgetary, siting, permitting, regulatory, or other necessary
approvals. Equipment procurement and installation are not a concern for proposed projects.

•

An exploratory project is one for which a system need has been identified, but alternatives and
details have not been fully investigated. Exploratory projects would not be included in the base line
load flow, but would be considered when evaluating solutions to identified problems. Exploratory
projects are conceptual in nature. They are typically visionary EHV transmission projects for
addressing potential system needs. These projects have little, if any, approvals. Despite these
unknowns, procurement and installation of the project by the target need date should not be of
concern.

All of the proposed and exploratory projects that were in the model and part of the model update process
were removed. This was done to test the system and determine the appropriate reinforcement. The
proposed and exploratory projects, as well as other projects recommended by stakeholders and SPP
staff, provided a pool of possible solutions to identified problems. Expected system reinforcements (which
meet the definition of planned projects) were incorporated into neighboring regions’ MMWG models to
create a consistent baseline topology for SPP’s reliability assessment.
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Contingency Simulations
Transmission facilities in the SPP footprint, along with first tier companies, were tested using the NERC
Table 1A guidelines. Updates to the contingency list were received from SPP members and first tier
companies. NERC defines system outages in four different categories:
Category A – System intact, no disturbance
Category B – Loss of a single element
Category C – Loss of two or more elements (normal clearing, manual system adjustments between
events), bus fault, SLG fault with breaker failure
Category D – Extreme events, loss of two or more elements, 3 phase fault with breaker failure, loss of
tower with three ore more circuits, loss of all generation in a station, etc…
SPP uses the most restrictive criteria for the contingency analysis. If a Transmission Owner has more
restrictive criteria than the SPP or NERC, SPP will perform the analysis using the Transmission Owner’s
criteria. For example, SPP’s voltage criteria requires load serving bus voltages to be in the range of ±10%
of nominal voltage for Category B outages, while KCPL has requested SPP monitor KCPL’s buses for
±5% of nominal voltage for a Category B outage. However, Westar requested that SPP use the SPP
criteria rather than Westar’s more restrictive criteria because this was a regional study.
Contingency analyses were performed for facilities above 100 kV and all generators in SPP, AECI and
Entergy. Contingency analyses were also performed for facilities above 230 kV in SPP’s first-tier control
areas. Facilities 69 kV and above that were modeled were monitored for overloads and voltage violations
in SPP. Monitoring was done for Entergy and AECI facilities above 100 kV. Other first-tier companies with
230 kV and above facilities were also monitored.
Stability Simulations
SPP solicited inputs from stakeholders and Transmission Owners for a list of stability simulations to be
performed. Stability analyses were performed on the more severe category C and D outages. Knowing
that stability analysis requires a great deal of time and resources, SPP staff requested the help of SPP
stakeholders at the TWG meetings to prioritize the list of stability simulations.
Fault Study
A basic 3-phase fault study was performed on locations where system improvements are proposed.
Results were shared with Transmission Owners to determine whether further fault studies are required. It
is important to note that breaker replacements, due to an increase in fault currents, have not been
included in the final list of SPP Expansion Projects.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SPP began the SPP RTO Expansion Planning Process in late 2003. The projects in the SPP RTO
Expansion Plan cover the period from October 2003 through December 2010. During this time period, the
SPP system needs $552 million of required investment in expansion projects. The SPP RTO Expansion
Plan estimated line mileage for new transmission lines for October 2003 through December 2010 totaled
634 miles, while rebuilds/upgrades totaled 646 miles. Breakdown of projects by type is shown in the
following pie chart.

October 2003 - December 2010 Total $ 552
Million
New Lines

5%

7%

New Transformers

7%
46%

Line Rebuild/Upgrades
Transformer/Substaion
Upgrades
New
Caps/Reactors/Devices
New HVDC

20%
15%

The major 345 kV and above projects over the study period are as follows:
• Finney-Lamar 105 miles of 345 kV and HVDC tie – December 2004
• Draper 345/138 kV transformer – June 2005
• Chamber Springs-Tontitown 14 miles of 345 kV – June 2007
• Flint Creek-East Centerton 22 miles of 345 kV – June 2010
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FINDINGS
The results in this section reflect the findings discovered using 2005 summer and 2010 summer peak
load simulations. In this section of the report, no attempt was made to identify when reliability violations
occurred between 2005 and 2010. Project timing was determined in the solutions phase of the planning
process.
Stability Findings
SPP reviewed the list of past studies completed by Transmission Owners and other reliability
organizations. SPP also reviewed the list of requested category C and D contingencies provided by
stakeholders. After reviewing this information, SPP determined nine contingencies to be evaluated in
more detail. Eight of the contingencies will be evaluated for dynamics stability, and one for voltage
stability. Six of the contingencies were NERC category C events, and three were NERC category D
events. The stability simulations show that one of the category C and one of the category D contingencies
were unstable. It was determined that category C would become stable with the use of an operating
procedure. For the category D contingency, it was determined that due to the low probability of the event
occurring, that it posed no regional security problem, and no action was recommended.

Summary of Load Flow Findings
SPP evaluated 7,775 contingencies in the load flow study. This study identified numerous criteria
violations. The following graphs summarize the results of the contingency simulations. Note that for
category A (System Intact), facilities are monitored against Rate A (Normal Rating), while buses are
monitored with voltage criteria of 0.95-1.05 per unit. For category B, C and D outages, facilities are
monitored against Rate B (Emergency Rating), while buses are monitored with voltage criteria of 0.901.10 per unit. Incremental overloads and voltage violations due to transaction cases are also
summarized.
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The following graph shows the number of NERC category A (all lines in service) overloads violation by
voltage for the base case and transaction cases. In the legend, 2005 SP refers to the 2005 summer case
and 2010 SP refers to the 2010 summer case.

NERC Category A Overload Summary
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Following is a graph of the NERC category A voltage violations for the base case and transaction cases
for 2005 summer and 2010 summer cases.
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The following is a graph of the NERC category B overload violations (n-1 contingencies) for the base
case and transaction cases. As can be seen from the graph, the number of violations increases with time,
and the greatest number of violations occur at the 69 kV voltage level.

NERC Category B Overload Summary
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Following is a graph of the NERC category B voltage violations for 2005 summer and 2010 summer for
the base case and transaction cases. The graph shows that more violations are identified in 2010 than in
2005.
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The following two graphs show the number of NERC category A and B incremental violations identified by
transaction cases that were not identified by the base cases. The label in the x-axis indicates the case
and the NERC category. For example, 2005_A indicates it was a 2005 case and NERC category A. As
expected, the transaction cases did increase the number of criteria violations. However, the numbers of
additional violations were not as great as one might expect. Several of the violations identified are simply
advancing the need for future projects.
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Following is a graph of the number of NERC category C and D (more than one facility out) contingency
overloads for the base case and transaction cases. As seen in the graph, the majority of the violations
were in the 115 kV to 161 kV range.

NERC C & D Overload Summary
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Following is a graph of the incremental NERC category C and D contingency overloads identified in the
transaction cases.
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Violations and major problems
The following maps show locations with criteria violations above 100 kV within the SPP footprint.
Violations are grouped by state for map purposes. Contingencies are not discussed in this report due to
security concerns.
Map Legends:
05SP – 2005 Summer Peak
10SP – 2010 Summer Peak
ODR – Operating Directive
Location name highlighted indicates voltage violation
Line highlighted between two locations indicates an overloaded line
Yellow/Orange 2005 violation
Purple 2010 violation
B – Base Case
T1 – West to East transaction case
T2 – East to West transaction case
T3 – Hybrid transaction case (West to East with SPS importing)
ALL – Base Case, T1, T2, and T3
Voltage violations are highlighted and do not identify the type of load flow case (base or transaction case)
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Major Projects
Criteria violations identified were shared during Planning Summit II. SPP requested stakeholder
suggestions for projects to address criteria violations. Inputs from stakeholders, along with proposed and
exploratory projects provided by Transmission Owners, as well as alternative solutions by SPP staff were
independently evaluated. SPP staff then recommended the best projects among the pool of solutions.
The recommended projects identified in this report correct all SPP violations identified, with the exception
a few NERC category C and category D type contingencies that are still being evaluated. SPP Staff will
work with affected Transmission Owners to resolve any outstanding issues regarding NERC category C
and D issues in the next planning cycle.
The timing of projects was determined from the results in the 2005 summer and 2010 summer
simulations. The load flow results were used and interpolated between the two cases to determine project
timing. The following maps show locations with major projects that SPP staff recommends. Note that the
maps only show major recommended projects above 100 kV. For the complete list of expansion plan
projects and details regarding each project, please refer to the section on ‘Complete list of projects’.
Map Legend:
SP –Summer Peak
WP – Winter Peak

FA – Fall Peak
G – Spring Peak
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• Install 26 miles of 115 kV line from Pioneer-Hugoton-Walkemeyer –
December 2004
• Install 105 miles of 345 kV line from Lamar-Finney and 210 MW
HDVC Station which provides a 3rd DC tie to WECC at Lamar –
January 2005
• Install 115 kV 33.2 Mvar Capacitor at East Liberal – January 2005
• Rebuild 25 miles of 115 kV line from Holcomb-Plymell-Pioneer Tap –
June 2008
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• Rebuild 46 miles of 115 kV line from Scott City-Manning tap-DightonBeeler-Ness City – June 2008
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• Install 12 Mvar 115 kV capacitor at Ruleton – December 2006
• Install +/- 8 Mvar Dvar and 15 Mvar capacitor at Mingo 115 kV –
December 2008
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• Install three 10 Mvar capacitors and 8 Mvar statcom at Plainville 115
kV – June 2005
• +/- 8 Mvar DVAR and 15 Mvar capacitor at Rhoades 115 kV – June
2007
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• Install 11 miles of 138 kV line from Evans South-17th Street – June
2008
• Install 20 Mvar 138 kV capacitor at Harper – June 2010
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• Replace 4.6 miles of double circuit 115 kV line with single circuit from
Auburn-South Gage – June 2004
• Install 230/115 kV 280/308 MVA transformer at McDowell Creek –
June 2005
• Convert 28.5 miles of 115 kV line to 230 kV original design from
McDowell Creek-Morris Co. – June 2005
• Install 8.5 miles of new 115 kV line from Prairie-Lang –June 2005
• Install new 230/115 kV 280/308 MVA transformer at Auburn –June
2006
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• Rebuild 15.1 miles of 115 kV line from Kereford-NW Leavenworth –
June 2004
• Convert 36 miles 161 kV line to 115 kV from Tecumseh-Midland –
June 2007
• Rebuild 6.4 miles of 115 kV line from Jarbalo-166 Street – June 2008
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• Install 9 miles of 161 kV line from West Gardner-Cedar Niles – June
2005
• Install 8.8 miles of 161 kV line from Cedar Niles-Quarry – June 2006
• Reconductor 4.5 miles of 161 kV line from Stilwell-Antioch – June 2007
• Install 7.6 miles of 161 kV line from Cedar Niles-Hillsdale – June 2008
• Install 12 miles of 161 kV line from Hillsdale-Lackman – June 2009
• Install 27 miles of 161 kV line from North Louisburg-Middle CreekPaola – June 2010
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Install 50 Mvar 161 kV capacitor – June 2007
Rebuild 6.4 miles of 115 kV line from Jarbalo-166 Street – June 2008
Replace circuit switcher at Lenexa on the Lenexa-Craig terminal –
June 2009
Reconductor 5 miles of 161 kV line from Greenwood-Merrian and
replace line switches and wavetrap at Merrian and Greenwood – June
2009
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• Install 50 Mvar 161 kV capacitor at Paola – June 2005
• Install 345/161 kV 400/440 MVA transformer at Paola – June 2008
• Install 27 miles of 161 kV line from North Louisburg-Middle CreekPaola – June 2010
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• Reconductor 5.5 miles of 161 kV line from Avondale-RandolphHawthorn – June 2004
• Install 2 miles of 161 kV line from Crosstown-Boulevard – June 2007
• Reconductor 1.7 miles of 161 kV line from North Kansas City to
Northeast– June 2008
• Replace a 161 kV wave trap at Blue Valley– June 2009
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• Install 5.5 miles of 161 kV line from Turner Road-Belton South – June
2004
• Install 4 miles of 161 kV line from Greenwood-Lone Jack – June 2006
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Install 4.2 miles of 161 kV line from Reinmiller-Tipton Ford – June
2007
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Upgrade the main and transfer buses and bus work within bay at
Springfield. Replace disconnect switches at Springfield. Reconductor 2
miles 161 kV line from Brookline-Springfield – June 2008
Install 275 MW generator at Springfield SWPS 2 – June 2009
Install 15 miles of 161 kV line from Monett-Chesapeake – June 2009
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Remove wavetraps at Idalia and Asherville, also reconductor 22 miles
of 161 kV line from Idalia-Asherville – June 2009
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Install 4.7 miles of 161 kV line from Rogers-East Rogers – June 2004
Convert 4.4 miles 69 kV line to 161 kV from Lowell-Rogers – June 2004
Install 10.4 miles of 161 kV line from Tontitown-Lowell – June 2004
Rebuild 6.8 miles of 161 kV line from Tontitiown-Dyess – April 2004
Replace jumper and switch at South Springdale on the Dyess-S. Springdale line –
June 2005
Rebuild 1.5 miles of 161 kV Tontitown-Elm Springs REC line and replace switch
and bus at Elm Springs REC – June 2007
Install 7.5 miles of 161 kV line from Siloam Springs-Chamber Springs – May 2007
Install 14 miles of 345 kV line from Chamber Springs-Tontitown – May 2007
Install 345/161 kV 675 MVA transformer at Tontitown – May 2007
Replace Jumper, Switch, Breaker at Dyess and replace switch at Elm Springs REC
– June 2008
Convert 12 miles of 69 kV line to 161 kV from Dyess-N Fayettville-Fayetteville-S
Fayetteville – June 2007
Install 22 miles of 345 kV line from Flint Creek-East Centerton – June 2010
Install 345/161 kV 675 MVA transformer at East Centerton – June 2010
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Install 5.5 miles of 161 kV line from Clarksville-Little Spadra –
December 2004
Install 45 Mvar 161 kV capacitor at Fort Smith – June 2005
Install 18 Mvar 69 kV capacitor at VBI – October 2005
Install 2 miles of 161 kV line from 3rd Street Tap-Massard – June 2006
Convert/rebuild 35.5 miles of 69 kV line to 161 kV from Branch-Short
Mountain-Razorback tap-IGO-Little Spadra – June 2010
Convert/rebuild 4.7 miles of 69 kV line to 161 kV from FitzhughHelberg – June 2010
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Replace substation conductor at Hope substation on the Hope-Fulton
161 kV line – June 2010
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Increase current transformer at Five Tribes Substation on the Pecan
Creek-Five Tribes 161 kV – April 2005
Install 19 miles of 161 kV line from Tahlequah-Stilwell – May 2005
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Install 28.4 Mvar 69 kV capacitor at Red Oak – June 2005
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Replace three switches at Tulsa SE on the Tulsa SE-53 & Garnett N
Tap 138 kV line – June 2006
Reconductor 4.3 miles of 138 kV line from Terra Nitrogen TapVerdigris – June 2009
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Rebuild 25 miles of 138 kV line from Riverside-Okmulgee – June 2004
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Install 6.5 miles of 138 kV line from Glenwood-NE Enid – December
2004
Reconductor 1.9 miles of 138 kV line from Stillwater-McElroy – April
2005
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Replace terminal equipment and wavetrap at Division Substation on
the Division-Silver Lake 138 kV line – April 2005
Install 8.5 miles of 138 kV line from Haymaker-Piedmont – December
2004
Reconductor 1.7 miles of 138 kV line from Memorial-Skyline and
increase terminal equipment – May 2005
Install two 25 Mvar 345 kV reactors at Arcadia – March 2005
Upgrade wavetrap at Franklin SW on the Franklin SW-Midwest Tap –
May 2005
Install 345/138 kV 493 MVA transformer at Draper– June 2005
Relocate 2.5 miles of 138 kV line from NE 10th-Glendal new substation
– June 2006
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Install 23.4 Mvar 138 kV capacitor at Sunnyside – June 2004
Raise 4 or 5 structures on Comanche tap-Duncan OMPA 138 kV line to
increase clearance – June 2004
Install 10 Mvar 138 kV capacitor at Marietta – June 2005
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Install 6.5 miles 138 kV line from Glenwood-NE Enid – December 2004
Install 18 Mvar 69 kV capacitor at Woodard District – October 2005
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Install 14.4 Mvar 115 kV capacitor at Dallam – June 2005
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Install two taps on the Nichols-Swisher 230 kV line and open between
the taps. Install 5.5 miles of double circuit 230 kV line from each line
tap to the Amarillo South substation. Install new Amarillo South
substation with 230/115 kV 225/259 MVA transformer – April 2005
Upgrade transformer 1 and 2 at Nichols with two 230/115 kV 225/259
MVA transformers – December 2010
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Install 2.9 miles of 230 kV line from Lubbock South-LP South
Interchange – June 2004
Install 24.5 miles of 115 kV line from Floyd-Floyd Tap – December
2005
Install 6 miles of 115 kV line from Floyd-Cox – June 2006
Install 26 miles of 115 kV line from Lubbock East-Crosby – December
2005
Install 230/115 kV 252/298.8 MVA transformer #2 at Lubbock South –
June 2009
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Install 6 miles of new 115 kV line from Amerada Hess-Doss – March
2005
Install 14.4 Mvar 69 kV capacitor at Doss – June 2005
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Rebuild 26.3 miles of 138 kV line from IPC Jefferson-Lieberman – May
2005
Lone Star South replace CT on the Lone Star South-Pittsburg 138 kV
line – December 2004
Install 20 miles of 138 kV line from Pittsburg-Winnsboro – June 2006
Install 25 miles of 138 kV from Winnsboro-North Mineola – June 2007
Lone Star South replace CT on the Lone Star South – Wilkes 138 kV
line – June 2009
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Rebuild 16.4 miles of 138 kV line from Knox Lee-Rock Hill – May 2005
Replace relay, wavetrap and switch at Knox Lee and switch at Oak Hill
on the Knox Lee-Oak Hill 138 kV line – June 2006
Reconductor 9.5 miles of 138 kV line from Rockhill-Carthage REC –
June 2006. This project was advanced from the original timing because
a three terminal line contingency was identified late in the study
process.
Reconductor 2.3 miles of 138 kV line from Carthage REC-Cartage Tap
– June 2007. This project was advanced from the original timing due to
a three terminal line contingency not initially identified.
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Install 28.8 Mvar 115 kV capacitor at Seven Rivers – December 2004
Install 24.5 miles of 230 kV line from Eddy County-Seven Rivers –
February 2005
Install 230/115 kV 150 MVA transformer at Seven Rivers – February
2005
Install 31.5 miles of 230 kV line from Seven Rivers-Pecos-Potash
Junction – April 2008
Install 230/115 150 MVA transformer at Pecos – April 2008
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Install 50 Mvar 230 kV capacitor at Chaves – June 2005
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Replace wavetrap at South Shreveport on the South Shreveport-SW
Shreveport 138 kV line – June 2010
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• Reconductor 5.9 miles of 138 kV line from Many-Fisher – October 2003
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Install 22 MVAR 138 kV capacitor at Marksville – June 2004
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Summary of Projects
The following charts summarize the projects recommended for the SPP RTO Expansion Plan. Estimated
line mileage for new transmission lines for October 2003 to December 2010 totaled 634 miles, while
rebuilds/upgrades totaled 646 miles. Breakdown of projects by type is shown in the pie chart.
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Estimated Line Mileage for Transmission Line Projects
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October 2003 - December 2010 Total $ 552
Million
New Lines
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New Transformers

7%
46%

Line Rebuild/Upgrades
Transformer/Substaion
Upgrades
New
Caps/Reactors/Devices
New HVDC

20%
15%
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Complete List of Projects
Following is a complete list of projects in the SPP Expansion Plan. The Transmissions Owners in SPP do
forward looking planning and, as a result, many projects in the list were already identified and planned by
the Transmission Owner. Projects that were planned by the Transmission Owner are identified by ‘PL’ in
the second column. An ‘X’ in this column indicates the project was identified through the SPP RTO
Expansion Plan process and was not previously identified by a Transmission Owner as a planned project.
This project list does not contain a complete list of all 69 kV and below projects; whereas, the
Transmission Owner plans the majority of these projects. As new information and new studies are
completed, new projects may be added or deleted, and the timing of projects may change. The
Transmission Owner building the project, is identified by area number:
502-CELE
503-LAFA
504-LEPA
515, SWPA
520-AEP
523-GRDA
524-OKGE
525-WFEC
526-SWPS
527 OMPA
531 MIDW
534-SUN
536 WERE
539-WEPL
540-MIPU
541-KACP
542-KACY
544-EMDE
545-INDN
546-SPRM
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Forms 1 – Transmission Lines and Transformers
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Forms 2 – Devices & Loads
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Forms 3 – Generators
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OUT OF CYCLE PROJECTS - PROJECT TRACKING
The definition of ‘Out of Cycle’ projects, are those that have been announced or developed after the SPP
RTO Expansion Plan. These projects can encompass new load service, new generator interconnections
(IA signed or firm commitment), or new transmission interconnections that were not known at the time of
the SPP RTO Expansion Planning model building or data submission process. It can also include
reliability projects the Transmission Owner has committed to build which may include site purchase only.
It also includes projects, which may be on the ‘fast track’ for various reasons. The Hill Top 161kV
Interconnection between Entergy and SPA is an example. New projects submitted through the MDWG
model building process will be reviewed for potential out of cycle projects.
To provide data for a dynamically changing transmission system, the following is proposed:
When a new project is announced, developed, or studied by the Transmission Owners
such that it can have a significant impact on the current models, it should be reported to
SPP as soon as it is known. The form for reporting the data will be the spreadsheet
containing the Form1, Form2, and Form3 tables, with an appropriate entry made for the
project. The in-service data should be shown, as well as any other pertinent information.
If the project is confidential to that Transmission Owner or the customer, a column is
provided to flag it as “Customer Confidential.” SPP staff will not share any details
regarding “Customer Confidential” projects until authorized. SPP will track and report the
number of “Customer Confidential” projects as part of its postings.
This data should be sent to SPP on a continuous basis throughout the year and not
accumulated and sent at one time. Too many studies hinge on accurate models.
On a quarterly or seasonal basis, each entity responsible for a project on the New Project
Forms would update the in-service dates. This should be done for all projects for which
that entity has construction responsibility.
On an immediate basis, each entity should notify SPP if there is a change in project
schedule or in-service date, which affects the project construction around or on a
flowgate element, or 230 kV or higher transmission project. This should be done as soon
as the information is known, not on a quarterly basis.

Similarly, SPP will provide on the same basis to the construction entities (assumed to be the
Transmission Owners at the moment) any changes in required construction because of transmission
service sold. This should be provided so that the responsible entity can get the item on the New Project
sheet, and seek the necessary approvals as the year moves forward. The process, which can be
discussed, would be for SPP to send out the New Project list to each entity on either the quarterly or
seasonal basis, with the SPP required projects, due to new transmission service sold, highlighted, or
shown separately.
As the year moves on, the projects required for sold service should migrate onto the list of New Projects
along with the needed project information.
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Following is the list of known out-of-cycle projects to be tested to assess their impact on the
recommended projects by June 2005:
Entergy/CLECO’s Wells 500/230 kV substation and transformer with reactor in Summer 2005
Entergy’s reconfiguration of Scott 138 kV substation in Summer 2005
Aquila’s S.Harper 315 MW peaking station and Peculiar (GRD OAK) 345/161 kV substation and
transformer in Summer 2005
Entergy/SPA’s Hill Top 161 kV interconnection in Winter 2005/2006
Aquila/AECI ’s Warsau 161/69 kV interconnection in Winter 2005/2006
AEP/GRDA’s Barnsdahl 138/69 kV interconnection in Summer 2006
OGE new 18 Mvar 138 kV capacitor bank at Russett Fall 2005
OGE Chitwood-OMPA -Garber 5.5 miles of 138 kV line Summer 2006
OGE Woodward District –Iodine install 22 miles of 138 kV line Winter 2006/2007
OGE convert 50 miles of 69 kV line to 138 kV from El-Reno-Waukomis Winter 2007/2008
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OPERATING GUIDES
Background
Operating guides/directives have been used for many years in the SPP region to mitigate system
constraints such as line overloads and low voltages. Operating directives/guides provide the system
operator with actions that can be taken to alleviate the system problem during emergency situations.
Some companies within SPP have used operating directives/guides as solutions to system violations
identified in the planning process. Operating directives/guides were tested to see whether the full
implementation of the operating directives/guides correct the problem. Checking of line overloads and
voltage violations were only performed before and after the implementation of operating directives/guides.
Issues such as relay tripping and equipment failures during the implementation of the operating
directives/guides were not tested. Transmission Owners perform a more detailed analysis of operating
directives/guides for the operating horizon.

SPP RTO Expansion Plan
SPP used operating directives/guides that were recommended as solutions by the Transmission Owners.
All operating directives/guides used in the SPP RTO Expansion Plan were tested to make sure the full
implementation of the directives/guides correct the system problem. SPP staff was concerned that some
of the recommended operating directives/guides for the operating horizon could not be implemented in
time due to highly overloaded facilities. These facilities may trip before the operating directives/guides
could be fully implemented. To address this concern, additional testing was done on facilities loaded
greater than 110% of long term emergency rating post contingency. SPP staff gathered additional
information on short-term ratings for these facilities to make sure the facilities could withstand the high
overloads until the directives/guides were implemented. Future SPP RTO Expansion Plan studies will
initially not include operating guides and will determine reinforcement for all violations. Operating guides
will be considered as alternatives to the reinforcements.

Operating Guides Used (Facilities above 100 kV)

Area
No
Area

Thermal Voltage

502

CELE

1

520

GRDA/AECI 1

536

WR

7

541

KCPL

1

Total

9
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– Dolet Hills Operating Guide
– Chouteau Operating Guide
– (Directive 400) Outage of Jeffrey Energy Center-Hoyt 345 kV Line
(Directive 618) Outage of Auburn Road 230/115 kV Transformer
(Directive 633) Outage of East Manhattan 230/115 kV Transformer
(Directive 803) Outage of Hoyt-Stranger 345 kV Line
(Directive 900) Outage of Jeffrey Energy Center-East Manhattan 230 kV Line
(Directive 1105) Outage of the Moundridge-Halstead or Gordon Evans-Halstead 138 kV Lines
(Directive 1205) Outage of Circle-Davis 115 kV Line
(Directive 1213) Outage of the Circle to Hutchinson Energy Center 115 kV Line
– Close Sprint Bus
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Market Assessment
SPP has completed the reliability portion of the SPP RTO Expansion Plan. Some transmission projects
may be justified, not on pure reliability reasons, but rather on their ability to improve the market. Phase II
of the SPP RTO Expansion Plan will address potential transmission projects that may be justified based
on the economics of the market.
SPP will use the Global Energy MARKETSYM package, which utilizes the PowerWorld load flow program
to perform detailed analysis of the transmission projects in Phase II. Phase II of the SPP RTO Expansion
Plan is scheduled for completion by March 1, 2005. Due to the time constraint of performing market
analysis for economic upgrades, only three or four projects can be evaluated in detail. SPP has
developed a list of potential transmission projects to be evaluated, and only 100 kV and above projects
were considered. These projects include the proposed and exploratory transmission projects not used in
Phase I, projects proposed by stakeholders, projects from breakout groups at the Planning Summit III,
projects developed after reviewing Transmission Line Loading Relief history, and projects after reviewing
rejected transmission service.
The list of potential transmission projects was then ranked. A typical week representing the month of July
2005 was used for the PROSYM run. A base MARKETSYM run was then made for 2005. The Optimal
Power Flow area for this run included SPP and first-tier companies. A change case was then created for
each project on the list of potential transmission projects. A MARKETSYM run was made for each change
case. Comparing the base to the change case, the total dispatch (dispatch cost plus violation cost)
savings was extracted. A ten-year savings estimate was then made by calculating savings over the
summer period, and assuming the yearly savings is twice the summer savings. The present worth of the
future savings over a ten-year period was then calculated using an 8% discount rate. An estimated cost
was developed for each project. A ratio number was then calculated by dividing the estimated dispatch
savings by the cost of the project. Projects were then ranked by the ratio. Note that the ranking method
used was solely for screening purposes. This list of projects was presented in an open SPP TWG
meeting for comments.
Based on the ranking of projects, SPP staff recommends the top four projects that yield the highest ratio.
The four projects to be further evaluated are:
1) 345 kV Tulsa East switching station to tie PSO’s Northeastern-Oneta and GRDA’s GRDATulsa N lines
2) Rose Hill-Sooner 345 kV
3) Sooner-Cleveland 345 kV
4) Tolk-Potter 345 kV
Detailed analyses will be performed on the four potential projects. Seasonal MARKETSYM runs will be
made for 2005 and 2010. Production cost plus violations cost savings will be calculated for a 10-year
period using seasonal data. Generation revenues, and well as load savings, will be calculated to
determine the total savings due to each project.

Finalizing the SPP RTO Expansion Plan
SPP will hold its fourth Planning Summit on June 1, 2005 in Dallas/ Fort Worth. Results of the Phase II
assessment, along with the approved Reliability Plan, will be shared with summit participants. SPP will
then finalize the study and publish the final SPP RTO Expansion Plan by September 1, 2005.
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